
BEOWULF THESIS STATEMENT ESSAY

Below you will find three outstanding thesis statements / paper topics for Beowulf that can be used as essay starters or
paper topics. All five incorporate at least.

Beowulf is truly good because he helps people when they need it the most and hopes that God is with him
even though he doesnt have to do anything to help the people who have an evil creature killing their villages
population every night. Include specific scenes, examples, and dialogue in your paper to support your thesis.
He searches for the goodness in human beings, which was mentioned in the story. In short, it is too easy to
write an essay based on the idea that women are simply subservient to the desires of men. Beowulf is certainly
a long poem that tells the journey of its main characters. Queen Wealhtheow showed excellent poise from the
very beginning of both texts. Grendel then cries for mercy from the Danes. Sample Essay Examples Good vs.
Beowulf occasionally talks to God and asks God to give him strength before the battle and to give him the
valor he needs to overcome his enemy. Grendel is an alienated individual who just wants to be a part of
something. He shows an example of his people's values when he aids Hrothgar in fighting Grendel. This,
however, is not necessarily the caseâ€”especially when one looks beyond the surface. After visiting with a
dragon that tells Grendel a fictional version of the Shapers tale, Grendel continues to believe the Shapers story.
Grendel is fascinated by the Shapers poetry. I understood that, finally and absolutely, I alone exist. Literature
often uses symbols objects or actions that represent or mean something else. He choose to battle hand to hand
with no weapons against Grendel because his father once told him, "Never put your sword were your feet
would be afraid to go. Using additional examples helps readers see how this poem compares to other
well-known epic poems. Grendel, Beowulfs first opponent, killed thousands and thousands of men before he
met his match. The basis for his version of existentialism is the following excerpt from the book itself: I
understood that the world was nothing: a mechanical chaos of casual, brute enmity on which we stupidly
impose our hopes and fears. Show me examples. The mead hall symbolizes community. Abrams et al. Stuck
on Your Analytical Essay? The cave. The offering of the bowl was symbolic, being that the Good Vs. Sir
Gawain is self admittedly not the best knight around. This one is pretty obvious. Grendel represents evil by
being selfish and destroing the the people of Herot. I bawled. For instance, a dove generally symbolizes peace.
The protagonist, Beowulf, is a traditional heroic figure, full of honor and courage. Most agree that Beowulf is
an epic poem because it contains the key components: A tale told in the form of a lengthy poem. The cave
symbolizes the monsters and their lives as pariahs. Existentialists believe that man is forlorn and totally
responsible for his actions, and that his choices are important because existence precedes essence. This is also
a good description of Beowulf. He often returns to the mead hall to listen to it. There is also examples of how
he embodies the values of his society. One night while he is listening, he hears the story of Cain and Abel,
including the Danes explanation of Grendel.


